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Abstract

The paper describes the 33 years old history of the instrumentation of the

TRIGA reactor Vienna and focuses on the present computerized

instrumentation installed in 1992. The experience of three years of

operation is discussed and some of the failures are analyzed. Potential

future problems both with soft- and hardware as well as with spare part

supplies are analyzed.

1 HISTORY OF THE TRIGA VIENNA INSTRUMENTATION

The TRIGA reactor Vienna initially went critical on March 7, 1962 with an

instrumentation supplied by the vendor, General Atomics. The reactor

instrumentation fulfilled the requirements of the late '50 and early '60,

being an electronic tube type system with a double pen recorder for linear-

and log power. The block diagram is shown in fig. l . This instrumentation

was used until 1968 when it became obsolete and was replaced by a

transistorized instrumentation supplied by AEG / Germany. Again it

fulfilled the safety requirements of the late '60 and early '70. It consisted

of a hard- wired, relay type system with a console and a separate electronic

cabinet (fig.2). The system worked properly until 1992, but in the late '80

a lack of spare parts due to ageing of components became obvious.

Negotiations for a new instrumentation started in 1990 and bids from

General Atomics, Siemens and an Hungarian company were received. The

contract was awarded to General Atomics as they offered a complete

instrumentation covering both steady state- and pulse operation. The

installation took place during six weeks in summer 1992.

2 PRESENT STATUS

The original instrumentation design proposed by GA (fig.3) was

considerably modified to meet the stringent requirements of the licensing

authorities, the final design is shown in fig.6. Although one wide- range

channel is microprocessor controlled, it is only considered as an

operational channel without safety relevance.
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Fig. I: Block diagram of the instrumentation and scram system
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of the instrumentation 1968 - 1992
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of the reactor instrumentation
as offered by GA in 3990
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MAIN ERRORS: November 1992 to December 1995

Date Cause Consequence

Sep 92 Thunderstorm

Oct 92 Contacts of microswitches

Dec 92 EMI due to motor

Jan 93 Bad electrical contact

Mar 93 Temperature- effect

Mar 93 Broken capacitor

Mar 93 Broken resistor

Mar 93 Loose wires

Apr 93 Reversed wires

Apr 93 Short circuit

June 93 Console Power ON/OFF

June 93 Loose wire in DAC

Sep 93 DAC- Timeout

Jan 94 HD connector loose

Apr 94 DAC- Timeout

May 94 DAC- Timeout

June 94 HD failure

July 94 NM1000 constants wrong

July 94 Wrong software version

Sep 94 HD failure

Nov 94 NMP2 not adjusted

Dec 94 Connector loose

May 95 Relay died

Dec 95 NM1000 problem with constants

Fig. 4

ROM of wide- range channel

destroyed

Problems with rod- drives

Period- SCRAM

Temperature- SCRAM

Problem with safety channel

Transformer died

Purifier flow low

No magnet current

Primary cooling system affected

Fuel temperature low

Power supply of DAC failed

SCRAM

SCRAM

CSC failure

SCRAM

SCRAM

CSC failure

Prestart check failed

Pulse not recognized

AUTO- Mode does not work

Prestart check failed

Prestart check failed

Prestart check failed

Prestart check failed sometimes
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Fig. 5a: Graphic CRT
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Fig. 5b: Status CRT
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of the new reactor instrumentation



All main signals which are used for the reactor protection system are hard
wired. As there are for example two parallel independent linear channels
(one out of two logic), the water temperature and the high voltage of all
channels. Two fuel elements are equipped with three NiCr- Ni
thermocouples each. Those signals are added to the reactor protection
system in the way of a one out of six logic.

The computerized part of the I&C system is used to display the information
about the condition of the reactor and to handle the control rod drives in
all operational modes.

The data display is shown on one graphic CRT and on one status CRT
(fig.5). The arrows in the block diagram in fig.6 show the instruments
which where modified for the TRIGA Vienna compared to the original
proposal. Additional features added for the Vienna instrumentation are:

• a range switch
• a strip chart recorder for linear power
• a strip chart recorder for fuel temperature during pulse

operation
• a comparator for the two independent linear channels

With these features the reactor instrumentation is in operation since
summer 1992.

3 OPERATION EXPERIENCE

During the last 3 years of operation a number of failures occurred which
made the reactor inoperable for about 30 days in total. Some of the errors
were localized within a short time, other errors were more difficult to
overcome. In example in February 1994 a computer drive in DAC failed
and a new drive loaded with the Austrian DAC software was ordered from
GA. In June 1994 the drive in CSC computer failed and again a new drive
loaded with the Austrian CSC software was ordered from GA. Apparently
both the DAC and CSC software which was used in Vienna before both
failures were not the same as the new software loaded by GA, therefore
problems arose with pulse operation. In fact since June 94 pulse operation
was not possible due to this problem. Finally after many phone calls and
faxes the problem was solved and the system is fully operational again.

Further we observed that the system is quite sensitive to room temperature.
During summer 1994 we some times had control room temperatures of
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35°C, and some channels in the DAC cabinet had surface temperatures of
above 55°C. We had already removed the front and backdoor of the cabinet
before and installed two ventilators on the top of the cabinet, however it is
strongly recommended to improve air circulation in the DAC. Also the
microprocessor of the NM-1000 is very temperature sensitive, the channel
constants are erased above 30°C.

Another problem occurred the last days. The prestart test fails sometimes
with the information:

%Power= 9.46e+0 should be 9.97e+0
To solve this problem the operators made several resets on the computer,
until the prestart test is completed without error. After this the reactor can
be operated normally.

Finally we had realized that there is no document available which allows
the operator simple verification of software or to adapt certain parts of the
software to local needs. In example the procedures to change date and time
in the status window, to change the denomination of sensors in the status-,

alarm- and scram windows or to access the pulse number or the kWh value
in case of necessary changes, all this has to be individually asked for. This
is a time consuming and unnecessary burden for both the operator and the
supplier. In fig.4 there is a summary of instrument related problems since
summer 1992.

4 EVIDENT PROBLEMS

The instrumentation design originates from the mid '80 and most of the
electronic equipment especially the console computer and the DAC
computer were already outdated at the time of installation. Due to the rapid
development in data acquisition technology the problem of spare part
availability becomes imminent.

• problems with HDD
• practically no access and documentation of software
• even slight changes in the configuration are difficult as there

are no documents available
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5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The new instrumentation has the following advantages:

• spare parts of the electronical circuits are available
• the safety system is more sophisticated and
• the prestart test results can be printed for documentation

A disadvantage is that there exists no documentation of the software and
the NM1000, especially the importance of the various channel constants are
not very clear.
The most serious problem in the moment is the hard disk, which is an old
40MB drive. This device has a short life time and it is expected that this
spare part is no more available in the near future. So in the beginning of
next year we will try to replace this drive by an AT- bus hard disk. This
type of hard disk has a much higher life time, and will be available as spare
part for the next years.
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